It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection
Framework (Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those
responsible for governors all understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that
enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can
articulate their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate
the outcomes which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the
same three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should use
the Primary PE and sport premium to:
• Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
• Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an effective way
of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and sport premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the impact it has on pupils’
PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the summer term or by 31st July 2021 at the latest.
** In the case of any under-spend from 2019/20 which has been carried over this must be used and published
by 31st March 2021.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website throughout the year. This evidences
your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must
be posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the 31st July 2021. To see an example of
how to complete the table please click HERE.
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Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Please note: Although there has been considerable disruption in 2020 it is important that you publish details on your website of how you spend the funding this is a legal requirement.
N.B. In this section you should refer to any adjustments you might have made due to Covid-19 and how these will influence further improvement.
Key achievements to date until July 2020:
Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:
A minimum of 2 hours per week delivered to all pupils to continue.

Continue with 2 hours per week when children’s fitness levels have improved
after March lockdown.

Timetable created for 30 minutes of exercise across the school and subject lead
Active 30 achieved. Whole school take part in Daily Mile, BBC Supermovers, provided all staff with a bank of resources to use. Bought into Teach Active to
GoNoodle, etc.
promote physical activity across the curriculum. Online training booked for
teachers.
School Games Silver Mark achieved in 2020. James Oldfield presented that
award in a special assembly. Inspirational assembly delivered about his
achievements in sport.

Subject leader to organise inspirational assembly across the school when it is
safe for visitors to come into school. Contact James Oldfield about how School
Games Mark can be achieved through lockdowns.

Staindrop Academy provided prerecorded P.E lessons during lockdown for the
Children attended some festivals and competitions before lockdown. These
children to access remotely. Daily physical activities posted on Teams to
were organised through Staindrop Sports Partnership and School Games. Cross encourage the children to exercise during Spring lockdown. Competitions only
country, tag rugby competition, mega fest rugby festival, multi-skills festivals, to happen in class bubbles until it is safe to attend other schools.
swimming and netball.
G and T children identified and signposted to Sports Leadership events held at Clubs outside school are no longer running. When they begin again, children to
Staindrop Academy.
be signposted to sports clubs. Perhaps we need to look at offering a wider
range of sports in school?
Active playtimes- more gym equipment purchased to encourage active play.

Additional specialist football coaching.
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All children now have a morning play and afternoon play every day due to
Covid19. This will also increase the active play time.
Specialist football coaching stopped during lockdown. This will begin again
when safe to do so.
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Successful Sports Relief event.

Look at ways to celebrate Sports Relief this year and advertise it within school
to increase engagement. Include Head Boy and Head Girl in generating ideas
to include pupil voice.

Subject leader attended P.E Network Meetings.

Some P.E Network meetings have been cancelled.

Bikeability of year 5/6.

Bikeability to be followed up in the next academic year as year 6 children have
completed to programme.
Create a timetable to allow Mrs Hargraves out of class to deliver a Forest
School programme in KS1 or KS2.

Forest School for EYFS children.
Main areas of improvement due to lockdowns:
Children’s fitness levels need to improve. There will need to be a focus on
healthy lifestyles- building children’s resilience. Improving their well-being.
Teaching of P.E- Subject leader was off on maternity leave and there have been
lockdowns, so staff will need training to ensure the delivery of the P.E
curriculum remains at least good.

Did you carry forward an underspend from 2019-20 academic year into the current academic year?
YES/NO * Delete as applicable
If YES you must complete the following section
If NO, the following section is not applicable to you
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If any funding from the academic year 2019/20 has been carried over you MUST complete the following section. Any carried over funding MUST be spent by
31 March 2021.
Academic Year: September 2020 Total fund carried over:
Date Updated: March
to March 2021
£8,030.42
2021
Total Carry Over Funding:
What Key indicator(s) are you going to focus on? Key indicator 1- The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity.
£8,030.42
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear Make sure your actions to
Carry over funding
Evidence of impact: How can Sustainability and suggested
how you want to impact on your achieve are linked to your
allocated:
you measure the impact on
next steps and how does this
pupils.
intentions:
your pupils; you may have
link with the key indicators on
focussed on the difference
which you are focussing this
that PE, SS & PA have made
academic year?:
to pupils re-engagement with
school. What has changed?:
Providing children with P.E lessons
during lockdown and encouraging
them to stay active.

Staindrop
Sports
Partnership provided KS2
with prerecorded lessons
for KS2 children. These
were posted on Teams and
advertised to encourage
children to stay active.
Staindrop
Academy
organised live P.E lessons as
part of year 5/6 transitions.
These were advertised on
Teams and the school
website
to
encourage
children to join in.
Class teachers timetabled
daily physical activity tasks
to children across the
school. Children referred to
Joe Wicks, Zumba, Yoga etc.

£550 for Staindrop Sports
Some children have done a
Partnership
lot of physical activity with
their family during
Cross-curricular
lockdowns. In some cases, the
Orienteering
lockdowns have actually
£1,812
meant that some children
have exercised more than
Teach Active £1,170
they usually would with their
families as clubs have been
stopped.
Football coach £330
Forest School equipment
£1,790.87
Playground markings
Approx. £1700 (still to be
negotiated with council)
P.E resources-
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In other cases, we have
noticed that some children
have not been as active as
we would have liked. This
has been quickly identified
and children are now
building up their fitness
levels through 30 minutes of
daily fitness activities.

Due to national lockdowns,
we have concerns about the
children’s fitness levels. An
action point for this academic
year is to focus on slowly
building children’s stamina
again so they can manage 1
hour long P.E lessons.
Teachers to be given an
allocated time to complete 30
minutes of fitness with the
children.
Morning and afternoon
playtimes for all children to
give children the opportunity
to socialise and play with their
peers.

Physical activity will need to
be incorporated throughout
the curriculum to encourage
more physical activity.
Children have missed out on
competitive sports and
community sports clubs.
School to look at their after
school club provision and if
they could include more
sports clubs.
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Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
N.B Complete this section to your best ability. For example you might have practised safe self-rescue techniques on
dry land.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a distance of at
least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving primary school
at the end of the summer term 2021.

100%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl, backstroke 100%
and breaststroke]?

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations?

100%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and sport premium to provide additional provision for swimming but this
must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this way? Children go
for swimming lessons in year 3 and 4. If they are identified as not being able to complete 25 metres effectively using
a range of strokes, they attend swimming lessons in year 5 and 6.

Yes/No
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Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2020/21

Total fund allocated: £16,895

Date Updated: March 2021

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical Officers guidelines recommend that Percentage of total allocation:
primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of physical activity a day in school
22%
Intent
Implementation
Impact
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Set up orienteering course which can
be adapted to be regularly
incorporated into lessons in other
areas of the curriculum

Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Whole staff training carried out.
Staff provided with examples of
resources and shown how to access
these. Staff to complete a 10 week
course to embed orienteering skills
before teaching lessons which can
linked to other areas of the
curriculum.

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?

To be launched after Easter.
£1,812 for
orienteering
scheme of work
and updated
maps.
Resources for
orienteering
£500.

Provide equipment to ensure physical Teach class are provided with a box
activity at break times – usual
of equipment to encourage active
Resources: £500
equipment being split due to Covid-19 playtimes. Permanent fixtures are
Sports safe £23
restrictions.
timetabled across the school to
ensure that this equipment is still
getting use.

Development of gross motor skills
Early Years teacher signposted to
and increase levels of activity in Early course on How to Effectively
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Course in March 2021.

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Years.

Support Early Years in physical
activity in a post Covid world.

Free course
Resources to be
purchased: £300

Timetable for KS1 and KS2 to
complete 30 minutes of exercise. A
Increase children’s fitness levels to
make them feel more confident about bank of resources has been given to £1,170 for
teachers and we have bought in to Teach Active
P.E lessons.
TeachActive. Teacher training to
scheduled for April.

Effectiveness of TeachActive to
be monitored after teacher
training.

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole school improvement
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to achieve
are linked to your intentions:

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Continue to develop intra-house sporting Teachers to have a competition in their Resources: £200
competitions.
class bubble at the end of a unit of
work. Whole school competitions
reinstated when Covid restrictions
allow.
Improve the children’s health and well- A focus on 30 minutes of fitness to
being. Provide children with sporting role improve children’s stamina to give them Teach Active
models.
to confidence to build up to a 1 hour P.E £1,170
lesson. Lots of discussion in P.E and
across the curriculum on healthy eating, More resources
mindfulness and how to live a healthy to teach
lifestyle. Provide children with
physical
opportunities to build resilience and
exercise across
embed values such as teamwork,
the curriculum:
fairness and respect (one way could be
£1,000.
organising could be inspirational
assemblies).
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Percentage of total allocation:
5%

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:
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Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and sport

Percentage of total allocation:
30%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

Ensure staff have the necessary training to Subject leader to deliver whole school
deliver the curriculum effectively. P.E
staff training. Staff to feel more
intent and action plan shared with staff so confident about delivering aspects of
ensure there is a collaborate approach.
the P.E curriculum. Staff to share P.E
intent with children and children are
able to voice this when monitoring
takes place.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Free if DHT
delivers some of
the training.
Training
delivered by
County- £1,500.

Secondary school P.E teachers to deliver Staindrop Academy Sports Partnership
staff CPD to upskill teachers. Pupils to
organise one member of staff to
£2,750 per
benefit from specialist teaching.
deliver one lesson per week with a
academic year.
designated class. CPD needs identified Football coach
as a cluster and teachers encouraged to £900.
attend this.

Miss Racher to be supported this year
with leading P.E.

DHT to support new subject leader
this year. Working together to set
actions, delivering staff CPD,
resourcing the school etc. When
training is available for new subject
leaders, Miss Racher to attend this.

Teacher to
attend network
meetings- free.

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
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Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:
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Percentage of total allocation:
30%
Impact

Funding
allocated:

Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Additional achievements:

changed?:

Raise awareness and provide experience of new PE lead to plan new sport experiences (for
the whole school), with links to community
sports and physical activities provided for all
clubs. Cricket organised for the whole school
children.
in Spring 2 with the intent to raise awareness
of local community clubs.
Continue yoga sessions in curriculum time.

Every class to attend a sporting experience
outside of school e.g. Spennymoor Pink
Gymnastics Gym, The Hub at Barnard Castle

Each class to attend a sporting
experience across the school year
(Covid depending).

etc.

An academic year of swimming
lessons.

Provide the children with a broader
range of sporting opportunities by
hosting more after school sports
clubs.
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Free cricket
session with
each class.
£1,000 allocated
for another
session for each
class.
£2500 for
transport and a
sporting
experience for
each class in the
summer term.

Providing extra swimming lessons £800 for extra
for children in class 4 who have not swimming
lessons for
achieved their 25 metres.
UKS2 pupils if
pools open later
in the year.

£900.
Questionnaire to find out which
sports clubs the children would like
after school. Monitor the
attendance to ensure that the club is
well- attended.
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Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
13%

Intent
Your school focus should be clear
what you want the pupils to know
and be able to do and about
what they need to learn and to
consolidate through practice:
Provide the school football team with a
competitive experience. Football league
organised through Education Enterprise
and held at Staindrop Academy.

Implementation
Make sure your actions to
achieve are linked to your
intentions:

School to participate in Football
League and World Cup if Covid
restrictions allow.

Impact
Funding
allocated:

Education
Enterprise £250
plus transport
£250.

Funding of transport to allow as many
Children to attend sports competitions
Transport £1500
children as possible to attend as many
when Covid restrictions allow.
different sports competitions as possible.

To provide identified G and T children
with opportunities to compete at a more
competitive level.

G and T children to attend level 3
Entry to School
competitions when Covid restrictions Games is free.
allow.
Transport £250.

Signed off by
Head Teacher:
Date:
Subject Leader: Mrs Emma Woods
Date:
Governor:
Date:
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Evidence of impact: what do
pupils now know and what
can they now do? What has
changed?:

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

